There are a total of 188 Smart Classrooms and lecture halls on campus. All 8 colleges have access to these General Use Smart Classrooms.

SMART CLASSROOM OVERVIEW

Smart Classrooms are campus classrooms that contain equipment such as a Windows computer, DVD/VCR, wireless keyboard, wireless mouse, an Ethernet cable to connect your laptop computer to the campus network, an input cable to connect to a camcorder, and a device switch to allow you to switch between the classroom computer, your laptop, and the DVD/VCR. Select classrooms may also have a Macintosh computer available.

All of the equipment is contained in a technology cabinet in each classroom. A key is required to access the equipment. Users must complete Smart Classroom training in order to obtain the appropriate keys. Users will need to provide the room numbers in which they will be teaching in order to obtain the correct keys.

NOTE: You must be a lecturer assigned to teach in a particular classroom in order to obtain keys to the Smart Classroom cabinet for that classroom.

SMART CLASSROOM CLASSES

Links to the Smart Classroom online classes can be found here:
http://www.fullerton.edu/ittraining/other/smartclassroom/index.asp

Campus Basic Smart Classroom Training
This class covers: what equipment is available in a standard technology cabinet, how to use the equipment and your laptop computer with the equipment, guidelines for using the equipment, and where to find personal assistance. This class is available online.

Large Lecture Hall Smart Classroom Training
This class covers the usage of smart classroom equipment in the following large lecture halls: H-110, H-123, KHS-199, LH-308, MH-121, RGC-013, UH-252, VA-113. **Users should contact Academic Classroom Support at 657-278-2621 for assistance with taking this class.

Mihaylo Hall Smart Classroom Training
This class covers the usage of smart classroom equipment in the Mihaylo Hall building. This class is available online. For questions and support on Mihaylo Hall lecture halls, please contact CBE Classroom Support at 657-278-7009.